What Every Young Man Should Know About Sex

It is generally assumed that women are like men and other female animals in ways of sexual
pleasure, only being able to experience pleasure in one part of their body and then only for a
short period of time. Women are very different in this respect. They have three primary parts
of their body in which they can experience deep pleasure and orgasms. She will experience all
she can in one part in a relatively short time, like a man. However, unlike a man, she is then
ready to do it again in another part. And then in another. Then she is fully capable of starting
all over and doing it all again, and again, until she is exhausted. Until a man understands this,
he is capable of little more than taking his pleasure and quitting and he is not even capable of
fully doing that. New studies have found dramatic new ways in which couples move from the
first passionate kiss smoothly into sex without any sharp change, making it a close, mutual
experience which easily reaches the heights of pleasure for both. This book teaches a man to
easily achieve the illusive, seldom achieved, mutual orgasm while giving his mate two strong,
beautiful and different orgasms every time, even if she has never been able to reach an orgasm
before and even if he has never had sex before. It then teaches him how to easily give her three
orgasms in three different parts of her body, each feeling different to her and to immediately
repeat this, keeping her orgasms going for hours or until she is exhausted if she likes. This
works with any woman who can enjoy sex. A man must always be in rapport with her.
Although she may not express her feelings to him, she will be expressing herself in her body
language. He must be able to read her natural responses to each advance he makes. he should
never make an advance without her first showing she is ready. Thus he will always be in
rapport with her. While he is leading, actually she is also leading him in her feminine way. As
a woman rises to a high level of passion, her whole body becomes sexually sensitive and may
be compared to a fine musical instrument. If you know how to play this fine instrument you
can make beautiful music on it for hours. If like most men, you do not know how to play this
instrument, you will only be able to make harsh noises on it. You will not even be able to tune
it to the short notes you enjoy most. Learning to play this fine instrument is quick and easy. It
is a great pleasure. Why go through all of your life only making discordant noises on this great
instrument? Get What Every Young Man Needs to Know About Sex but few ever learn by
Marvin Lee Robey at most book stores, available in print and E-book.
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